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The evidence of a lunar ionosphere provided by radio occultation experiments performed by the Soviet
spacecraft Luna 19 and 22 has been controversial for the past three decades because the observed large density
is difficult to explain theoretically without magnetic shielding from the solar wind. The KAGUYA mission
provided an opportunity to investigate the lunar ionosphere with another method. The natural plasma wave
receiver (NPW) and waveform capture (WFC) instruments, which are subsystems of the lunar radar sounder
(LRS) on board the lunar orbiter KAGUYA, frequently observe auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) propagating
from the Earth. The dynamic spectra of the AKR sometimes exhibit a clear interference pattern that is caused by
phase differences between direct waves and waves reflected on a lunar surface or a lunar ionosphere if it exists.
It was hypothesized that the electron density profiles above the lunar surface could be evaluated by comparing
the observed interference pattern with the theoretical interference patterns constructed from the profiles with
ray tracing. This method provides a new approach to examining the lunar ionosphere that does not involve the
conventional radio occultation technique.
Key words: KAGUYA, lunar ionosphere, auroral kilometric radiation.

1. Introduction
The lunar atmosphere is extremely tenuous compared to

the Earth’s atmosphere. The gas concentration, which con-
sists of helium, argon, etc. (Stern, 1999), is only approxi-
mately 2 × 105 cm−3 during the lunar night and 104 cm−3

during the lunar day (Hodges, 1975). Like the Earth’s iono-
sphere, these gas particles are ionized by solar ultraviolet
radiation to form the ionosphere. In theory, however, the
peak density in the lunar ionosphere is considered to be less
than or equal to the solar wind density. Nevertheless, it was
reported that 500 to 1000 cm−3 electron densities were ob-
served at altitudes of 5 to 10 km by the Soviet Luna 19 and
22 in the 1970s (Vasil’ev et al., 1974; Vyshlov and Savich,
1979). In this observation, an occultation technique was
used to measure the phase shifts of radio waves due to elec-
tron densities around the Moon. This result remains con-
troversial, however, because the observed large density is
difficult to explain theoretically without magnetic shielding
from the solar wind.

Because the Moon does not have a strong global mag-
netic field like the Earth, the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) principally determines the magnetic field around
the Moon. In local field structures, however, there are
some regions that have strong magnetic fields, called mini-
magnetospheres (Hood and Schubert, 1980; Hood et al.,
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2001; Kurata et al., 2005). The dense plasma layers may
be maintained by these strong fields. Alternatively, near-
surface electric fields could possibly loft charged particles
up to higher altitudes (Stubbs et al., 2006). The high
densities observed by the Luna are therefore a result of a
currently unknown maintainable or transfer mechanism of
charged particles.

During the KAGUYA mission, as in the Luna experi-
ments, an electron density profile above the lunar surface
was observed by a radio occultation technique using a Vstar
sub-satellite (Imamura et al., 2008). In this experiment, co-
herent S-band and X-band signals were employed to mea-
sure the total electron content from the satellite to a ter-
restrial tracking station. Because the density of the lunar
ionosphere can be obtained by subtracting the effects of
the Earth’s ionosphere, the estimation accuracy of this tech-
nique depends on that of the Earth’s ionosphere.

The KAGUYA continuously observed natural waves us-
ing the natural plasma wave receiver (NPW) and the wave-
form capture (WFC) instruments, which are subsystems of
the lunar radar sounder (LRS) (Kasahara et al., 2008; Ono
et al., 2008, 2010). Auroral kilometric radiation (AKR),
whose source is the Earth’s polar regions, is one of these
waves. The AKR frequency is considered to correspond to
the local electron gyro frequency at the source on the auro-
ral field lines (Morioka et al., 2005). The source of the AKR
in a frequency range from 100 to 500 kHz is, therefore, lo-
cated at an altitude range from 3,500 to 10,000 km. As de-
picted in the time-frequency spectrogram in Fig. 1, the AKR
observed by the KAGUYA sometimes includes a clear inter-
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Fig. 1. An example of an interference pattern on the AKR observed by LRS-NPW (2007/12/23 12:58–13:01). The horizontal axis indicates observation
time (UT) and the vertical axis indicates frequency in kilohertz. The wave intensity at each frequency point is represented by color. Additional black
lines are used for later comparison with theoretical stripes.

Fig. 2. Schematic chart of observation of the interference pattern on the AKR by the KAGUYA.

ference pattern. This pattern is caused by phase differences
between directly arrived waves and waves reflected on or
near the lunar surface, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Actually, the
peak electron densities observed by the Luna correspond to
plasma frequencies from 200 to 450 kHz. Reflection always
occurs on such density layers when the AKR frequency is
lower than these plasma frequencies. However, even when
the AKR frequency is higher than the plasma frequencies,
reflection occurs in the case of oblique incidences. There-
fore, the interference patterns signify the existence of the
lunar ionosphere in certain conditions.

In this paper, a new exploration method of the lunar iono-
sphere using the AKR is presented. A theoretical interfer-
ence pattern of the AKR for a given electron density pro-
file can be constructed by calculating the phase delays of
reflected waves to direct waves with ray tracing. Then, pos-

sible density profiles can be evaluated by comparing the ob-
served interference patterns with the theoretical ones recon-
structed for the profiles. This is a new approach to exam-
ining the lunar ionosphere that is not based on the radio
occultation technique.

2. Instrumentation and Data
The KAGUYA is a lunar orbiter that is placed in a polar

orbit with an inclination of 90◦ and a nominal altitude of
100 km from the lunar surface. The orbit covers all local
times in half a month. The NPW and WFC, both of which
receive natural plasma waves, are subsystems of LRS on
board the KAGUYA. Both receivers obtain electric field
spectrograms and waveforms with two orthogonal 30 m tip-
to-tip antennas. The NPW covers a frequency range from
20 kHz to 10 MHz, and the WFC covers that from 100 Hz
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional plane for the AKR ray tracing.

to 1 MHz. Various kinds of observation modes are available
in both receivers. Although waveform observation by the
NPW is the best at analyzing the interference pattern of
the AKR in terms of time and frequency resolutions, data
coverage is unfortunately not very extensive. In contrast,
although the resolutions of the WFC spectrogram are poor,
the amount of data is sufficient to enable statistical study.

From the upper hybrid resonance frequency in the spec-
trogram of the WFC, in situ electron density is estimated
along a satellite trajectory. The observed density exhibits a
clear day-night asymmetry. The day-side density is gener-
ally Ne = 1–5 cm−3 whereas the night-side density is Ne <

0.1 cm−3. The day-side density is considered to denote the
solar wind density and the night-side density is consistent
with the lunar wake.

Magnetic field strength at the KAGUYA trajectory is
governed by the IMF when the KAGUYA is not located
within the Earth’s magnetosphere. The strength is usually
less than 10 nT, and thus, the electron gyro frequency, which
is calculated as frequency less than 280 Hz, is sufficiently
small relative to the AKR frequency. Therefore, the plasma
environment around the Moon is considered to be isotropic
for the AKR. The refractive index of the AKR wave can
be regarded as a function of only in situ electron plasma
frequency.

3. Theoretical Calculation of Phase Difference
A principal problem in exploring the lunar ionosphere

using the AKR is calculating theoretical phase patterns ac-
curately. For this purpose, ray tracing was used. In this
section, after describing the ray tracing, phase maps are
uniquely constructed for typical electron density profiles
observed by the Luna.
3.1 Ray tracing

The interference pattern of the AKR is caused by phase
differences between direct and reflected waves. These
phase differences are determined by path differences be-
tween these two waves and the reflectance of the lunar sur-
face. If the AKR propagates in a mode that approximates

light speed around the Moon, the path differences can be
geometrically calculated. However, if the dispersion of
plasma must be taken into account, ray tracing is convenient
for calculating the path difference accurately. Because the
purpose of ray tracing here is to estimate the propagation
delay of the reflected waves to the direct waves, their prop-
agations near the Earth are not dealt with strictly. These
waves propagate along almost the same trajectory there.
Therefore, the ray tracing is started from where the AKR
begins to propagate along a straight path. This means that
the starting position of the ray tracing is not a real wave
source but a virtual one. The validity of the virtual source
is discussed in 3.4.

In Fig. 3, a two-dimensional orthogonal coordinate sys-
tem X Z is defined as a ray tracing space, where the center
of the Moon is at the coordinate origin O , a virtual wave
source S is on the X axis and the KAGUYA location P is on
the X Z plane. An angle η ≡ � POS to denote the position
of the KAGUYA is also defined. In the numerical calcu-
lation of the ray tracing, the orthogonal coordinate system
(X, Z) is converted into a polar coordinate system (r, φ) by
functions of

r =
√

X2 + Z2, φ = tan−1(Z/X), (1)

for convenience. Then, the position of a traced ray is repre-
sented by the distance from the origin r and the angle from
the X axis φ, as depicted in Fig. 3. The wave normal angle
of the ray is defined by the angle δ between the wave normal
vector and the position vector (r, φ).

Propagation paths are calculated recursively from an ini-
tial position (r0, φ0) and an initial wave normal angle δ0

using the following differential equations (Kimura et al.,
1985):

dr

dτ
= c

2π f n2

(
n cos δ + ∂n

∂δ
sin δ

)
, (2)

dφ

dτ
= c

2π f n2r

(
n sin δ − ∂n

∂δ
cos δ

)
, (3)
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Fig. 4. Electron density model profiles according to Luna 19 and 22 observations (Profile 0, 1, 2) and a model profile with no ionosphere (Profile 4).

dδ

dτ
= c

2π f n2r

{
∂n

∂φ
cos δ −

(
r
∂n

∂r
+ n

)
sin δ

}
, (4)

where τ is a non-dimensional parameter that is proportional
to a distance along the propagation path. f is a wave
frequency and n is a refractive index, which is represented
by the following equation in isotropic plasma (Stix, 1962):

n =
√

1 − (
fp/ f

)2
(5)

where fp is in situ plasma frequency. In this study, a modi-
fied Adams’ method was adopted to solve these differential
equations (Shampine and Gordon, 1975).
3.2 Time delay of reflected AKR for density profiles

observed by the luna mission
In order to examine the feasibility of the new approach,

three typical vertical density profiles (Profile 0, 1, 2) from
the Luna observations and one vertically uniform profile
of 5 cm−3 (Profile 3), as illustrated in Fig. 4, were as-
sumed. Profile 3 assumes the background solar wind elec-
tron density. The former three profiles have peak densities
of 2,200 cm−3, 750 cm−3, and 450 cm−3 at an altitude of
5 km, respectively. In each model, density falls into the so-
lar wind density of 5 cm−3 smoothly at high altitudes. For
simplicity, all profiles are assumed to be spherically sym-
metric. The AKR is reflected on a layer whose plasma fre-
quency corresponds to wave frequency when a sufficiently
dense ionosphere exists. In contrast, the AKR is reflected
on the lunar surface when the lunar ionosphere does not
exist or when it is too tenuous. In this case, attenuation

and a phase shift due to the reflection occur to the wave. In
this study, relative permittivity and conductivity on the lunar
surface was assumed to be ε = 10 and σ = 10−13 
−1 m−1,
respectively (Carrier et al., 1991).

Ray tracing was performed from an initial position repre-
sented as S in Fig. 3. The initial distance r0 from the center
of the Moon was set to be the distance between the Earth
and the Moon at the period of every AKR observation. The
distance was not so sensitive to time delays of the reflected
waves to direct waves. The altitude of the KAGUYA was
assumed to be 100 km here. Because the altitude actually
varies within 100 ± 20 km, it is necessary to recalculate
the theoretical delays for a real altitude in application. The
propagation times of the direct and reflected waves to the
observation location P were calculated by changing the ini-
tial wave normal angle δ0 until the ray path intercepted the
location P .

Figures 5, 6, and 7 depict the time delays for satellite
position η for wave frequencies of 100 kHz, 200 kHz, and
400 kHz, respectively. In the figures, there is no difference
between time delays for 100 kHz, 200 kHz and 400 kHz for
Profile 3, as represented by solid lines. This is due to the
uniform density profile and frequency-independent reflec-
tion on the lunar surface because of a small conductivity.
The delay is long for small η. The longest delay is found
when the AKR comes from the zenith direction (η = 0◦).
This tendency can be easily understood because the differ-
ence in path lengths between direct and reflected waves be-
comes small as η becomes larger. The direct and reflected
waves cannot be distinguished around η = 110◦ because the
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Fig. 5. Time delay of reflected wave to direct wave for satellite position η for 100 kHz.

Fig. 6. Time delay of reflected wave to direct wave for satellite position η for 200 kHz.

Fig. 7. Time delay of reflected wave to direct wave for satellite position η for 400 kHz.
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Fig. 8. Theoretically constructed phase maps for Profile 0, 1, 2, and 3. The direct and reflected waves are inphase when the phase difference is 0 or 2π .

observation point is concealed behind the Moon.
From the result of f = 100 kHz, the delay becomes

shorter in the following order: Profile 1, 0, 2, 3. The plasma
frequency fp is 100 kHz at altitudes of 34 km, 27 km, and
23 km for Profile 1, 0, and 2, respectively. Thus, the or-
der is considered to be determined by the reflection alti-
tude. When the AKR comes from the zenith direction for
Profile 1, the delay is 0.5 ms. This takes 10% or more addi-
tional time compared to the case in which the wave propa-
gates to the reflection altitude at the light speed because the
group refractive indices above the reflection point are larger
than unity. The same tendency can be observed for Profile
0 and 2.

Next, from the result of f = 200 kHz, the delay for each
profile is in the same order as that of 100 kHz for 13◦ < η

whereas the delays for Profile 0 and 1 are counterchanged
for η < 13◦. Although the plasma frequency is 200 kHz
at 20 km in both Profile 0 and 1, the delay for Profile 1 is
longer than that for Profile 0 for η ∼ 0◦. This is because
the group refractive index for Profile 1 is larger than that
for Profile 0 above 20 km. For oblique incidence, however,
the reflection altitude for Profile 1 is higher than that for
Profile 0, in accordance with Snell’s law. Thus, the delay
for Profile 0 is longer than Profile 1 for large η. Because the
peak plasma frequency for Profile 2 is not higher than 200
kHz, the wave is considered to reach the lunar surface for
η ∼ 0◦. The delay for Profile 2, however, does not agree
with that for Profile 3, even when η = 0◦.

Finally, from the result of f = 400 kHz, all delay curves

for Profile 0, 1, and 2 approach that for Profile 3. Because
fp/ f is relatively small compared to that for f = 100 kHz
and 200 kHz, the refractive index of the wave approaches
unity and the group velocity approaches light speed. For
η ∼ 0◦, the ionospheric reflection occurs only in Profile 0
and the surface reflection occurs in Profile 1, 2, and 3. It
should be noted that, in the case of the surface reflection, the
delay for Profile 1 and 2 never agrees with that for Profile 3.

On the basis of these results, it is concluded that the de-
lay curve for η signifies both reflection altitude and vertical
density profiles. The delay is different even if the reflection
altitude is the same because the electron density above the
altitude influences the wave propagation. In addition, for
oblique incidence, even when the peak of the electron den-
sity profile is not very large, ionospheric reflection occurs.
3.3 Construction of the phase difference map

The presence of the interference pattern observed by the
KAGUYA implies that there is a standing wave between
the lunar surface and the observation altitude. This pattern
is not determined by an initial phase at a wave source but
by an electron density profile above the lunar surface and
its reflectivity.

The phase difference between the direct and reflected
waves can be calculated by multiplying the delay to the
corresponding angular frequency. The phase shift due to
reflectance of the lunar surface is added if necessary. Based
on these calculations, “phase maps” for wave frequency f
and satellite position η can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 8.
Each map represents the phase difference for Profile 0, 1,
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Table 1. Number of stripes from 100 to 500 kHz.

η 90◦ 95◦ 100◦

Profile 0 20 9 2

Profile 1 15 6 1

Profile 2 20 10 3

Profile 3 33 19 9

Fig. 9. A three-dimensional coordinate system defined by the Moon, the Earth and the wave source.

2, and 3 by tone in a range of 90◦ < η < 100◦ and
100 kHz < f < 500 kHz. In the maps, the black and
white parts indicate that the phase difference equals 0 and
π , respectively. The reason why only a range of 90◦ < η <

100◦ is shown is that it is easy to observe a clear interference
pattern in this frequency range.

In the phase maps, there is a difference in stripe inter-
vals between the cases in which the lunar ionosphere ex-
ists (Profile 0, 1, 2) and the cases in which it does not ex-
ist (Profile 3). When the KAGUYA moves from η = 90◦

to 100◦, for example, the number of stripe changes is as
shown in Table 1. Each number variation for η is con-
sidered to reflect the density profile below the observation
point. Because the delay for Profile 3 is the longest among
the given profiles except for η ∼ 0◦ and high frequencies
from Figs. 5 to 7, the number for Profile 3 is almost always
the greatest. The frequency intervals of the stripes in the
phase maps generally become the minimum at η = 0◦ and
become larger as η becomes larger.

As a result, if η is obtained at an observation point, a
reasonable density profile can be chosen from the interfer-
ence pattern with this phase-map-fit method. Because η is
an angle in the coordinate system defined by using a wave
source, unfortunately, an approximate value of it has to be
used instead.
3.4 Source location

Figure 9 presents a three-dimensional coordinate system
xyz where the center of the Moon is the coordinate origin,
the center of the Earth (E) is on the x axis, and an initial
position of ray tracing (S′) is on the xz plane. As previously
described, S′ does not indicate a real source of the AKR.

The observation point is defined as P ′. Whereas the two-
dimensional plane of the ray tracing is redefined by O , P ′,
and S′, the angle η = � S′OP′ cannot be obtained by the
orbit data of the KAGUYA. Only an angle η′ = � EOP′

is obtained by the orbit data. Considering that the distance
between the Earth and the initial position of ray tracing ES′
is much shorter than that between the Earth and the Moon
EO , a difference of �η ≡ η′ − η is not very large.

�η is a function of an observation point P ′(px , py, pz)

and an initial position of ray tracing S′(sx , 0, sz). If the
altitude of the KAGUYA is assumed to be 100 km here,
two parameters η′ and ψ can be used instead of px , py , and
pz . This assumption does not make a critical difference in
the following discussion. ψ indicates the rotation angle of
the KAGUYA to the x axis, as depicted in Fig. 9. ψ = 0◦

and 90◦ indicate that the KAGUYA is located on the xy
plane and xz plane, respectively. Figure 10 presents the �η

maps for the parameters η′, ψ, sx , and sz . The three rows
correspond to η′ = 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦. The four columns
correspond to ψ = 0◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦. In each map, �η

is expressed by tones at the initial position of ray tracing
(sx , sz). A semicircle on the left side of each map denotes
the Earth. The horizontal and vertical lines are parallel
to the x and z axes in the coordinate system in Fig. 9,
respectively.

Comparing upper, middle, and lower four maps, �η is
found to be almost the same in each column. This implies
that the variation of η′ does not have to be taken into con-
sideration. The figure also reveals that the variation of �η

for sx is small. This is owing to a contribution of sx to �η.
�η is actually a function of sz/sx in which sx is nearly 60
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Fig. 10. Parameter dependence of �η for the initial position of ray tracing (sx , sz) and the observation location (η′, ψ).

Earth radius. �η is approximately estimated by the two pa-
rameters sz and ψ .

In previous ray tracing studies of the AKR, waves were
strongly refracted in the vicinity of the source (Hashimoto,
1984). After they propagate 1 to 2 Earth radius away from
the Earth, the refraction becomes small and the waves prop-
agate along straight lines. Thus, the virtual source S′ should
be put on a position at a distance within 3.5 Earth radius
from the x axis. Under the condition, |�η| < 1◦ for
ψ = 0◦, |�η| < 2◦ for ψ = 30◦, |�η| < 3◦ for ψ = 60◦,
and |�η| < 4◦ for ψ = 90◦. The sign of �η, which is posi-
tive when pz and sz are the same sign and negative when pz

and sz are the opposite sign, can be provided by an occulta-
tion observation of the AKR. It should be noted that these
error ranges include the frequency dependence of the wave
source.

�η is a dominant error factor in the construction of a
theoretical phase pattern. The error range can be taken
into account by making a theoretical phase map that is
calculated under the assumption of the �η = 0◦ shift along
the η axis within �η. Actually, even if �η > 3◦, there
is a case in which one can determine whether or not the
ionosphere exists. It is, however, difficult to distinguish
similar electron density profiles for large �η.

4. Example Application
The proposed method was applied to the observation data

depicted in Fig. 1. During this period, the KAGUYA was
orbiting in a midnight region at altitudes of 87 to 88 km and
η′ is varied from 100.7◦ at 12:58 UT to 97.1◦ at 13:01 UT.
By assuming �η = 0◦, theoretical phase patterns were
constructed during this period for Profile 0, 1, 2, and 3, as
shown in Fig. 11. Because ψ is supposed to be in 0◦ <

ψ < 30◦ from the KAGUYA orbit, |�η| is considered to
be smaller than 2◦. That is, the phase pattern can be shifted
along a time sequence within approximately 2 min.

In each figure in Fig. 11, the observed pattern and the-
oretical phase patterns are represented by black lines and
tones, respectively. The number of stripes exhibits good
correspondence between the observed pattern and theoret-
ical ones for Profile 3. Even if the theoretical phase pat-
terns for Profile 0, 1, and 2 are shifted by ±2 min, the num-
ber of stripes does not agree with that of the observed one.
Therefore, it is concluded that a dense ionosphere like that
in the Luna observation did not exist in this region. Because
the high electron densities measured by the Luna missions
were only observed above the sunlit lunar surface and the
KAGUYA was orbiting in the midnight region when the ex-
ample spectrogram was observed, this result is consistent
with past various radio occultation observations.
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Fig. 11. Observed patterns (black line) and theoretical phase patterns (tone) reconstructed for Profile 0, 1, 2, and 3 for the observation period of Fig. 1.
The black lines in each figure are the same as those in Fig. 1.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, a new lunar ionosphere exploration method

using the AKR propagating from the Earth was proposed.
The method is based on a kind of model fitting in which
candidate density profiles are evaluated by the correspon-
dence between an observed interference pattern and theo-
retically calculated ones from the profiles. Using the AKR
spectrogram observed by the KAGUYA, the practical use of
the method was demonstrated. In the future, we plan to ex-
amine the existence of the ionosphere using more AKR data
obtained by the KAGUYA and to conduct a statistical study.
The KAGUYA actually had an opportunity to observe elec-
tron densities at low altitudes at the end of the mission al-
though the surveyed regions were limited. According to the
first analysis, no evidence of a high electron density layer
near the lunar surface like that in the Luna measurements
has been found.

In the case where the frequency resolution of the ob-
served spectrogram is not very good, it is effective to deal
with the observation data for 80◦ < η. Under this condi-
tion, an interference pattern in which the frequency interval
is from 10 to 100 kHz is easily found. The condition is
satisfied twice per orbit. The time duration depends on the
angle between the orbital plane of the KAGUYA and the x
axis in Fig. 9. When the angle is near 90◦, the condition is
always satisfied. Because the condition is independent of
the direction of the sun, both regions at day-side and along
the boundary between day-side and night-side can be cov-

ered with such helpful data.
Another advantage of using the observation data for large

η is that the influence of the altitude error of the KAGUYA
is reduced. In the example application, the Moon was as-
sumed to be a sphere and the altitude was estimated from
the orbit data and the average radius of the Moon. More
accurate calculation of the delay of the reflected wave can
be realized by utilizing the real shape of the Moon. For
this purpose, it is effective to use the observation data of the
laser altimetry (LALT) equipment on board the KAGUYA.

The recent study that estimated the AKR source through
occultation observation from the KAGUYA has been useful
in improving the accuracy of the proposed method because
the AKR source is a dominant error factor. The distribution
of the arrival angle of the AKR and the distribution of
frequencies also improve the accuracy of the method.
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